wrong, to copy any building that you may have
already in it; besides the Church is too grave
and simple to express the purpose of an assembly
room. I have therefore made a front, still
similar to the Church but lighter in the details
with a corinthian column, and richer cornice
(from an example at Athens.) The height is
the same in both, but the cornice does not pro-
ject so much in the latter, and there might
be four columns instead of two, and not
more than 4 ft. 7 inches apart. This would
leave a free space, and you may judge if
the front would be more elegant, or ex-
press the "Library and Assembly Room." This room
is small enough already; so is the portico;
and therefore if you would enlarge the front
outside, rooms beyond 7 ft. 5 and th—add as much
more to the length of the building as you please.
Or if 4 columns be decided, fill the corners by extending
the 7 ft. rooms as shown by the style — returning to the
two columns, but adding antae in place of the two
outside columns. I keep a sketch of the plan, and
as you may decide upon the leading parts, write
me if you require other details, or explanations.
The floor of great room will require a wall
in the cellar under the middle of same for support.